Missiographics Sponsorship Package

What is Missiographics?

Missiographics is a service provided by GMI that takes data important to the Global Church and presents it in visually powerful ways. GMI will develop two infographics each month to be distributed via our eNewsletter, the Web and Social Media. The infographics will cover a broad set of topics that will be of interest to global Christians who are engaged in outreach efforts of one kind or another.

Your Sponsorship

Sponsoring a Missiographic is a unique opportunity. Your sponsorship will be integrated into the infographic for the life of that communication tool. That means that your sponsorship will be working for you for months and years to come as that infographic continues to be used in various formats and opportunities. When you sponsor a Missiographic you will receive:

- A sponsorship bar on the infographic with your logo, name, tag and Web address
- A mention in the eNewsletter for the month when your infographic is sent out
- 2-4 social media mentions during the promotion of your infographic
- A listing on the Missiographics.com site
- The chance to bring an important piece of mission information to life for thousands

A sample sponsorship bar:

Pricing

The rate for sponsoring a Missiographic is $900.00. For exact statistics on traffic to the site and number of subscribers to our Missiographics eNewsletter, please contact the GMI Team.

Sign up for your sponsorship today! Phone: 719-531-3599 Email: info@missiographics.com